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ABOUT PL ATARG
Platarg are a UK based Manufacturing company, based in Chesham UK,
located within close proximity of London Heathrow Airport.
The company have been in business for over 60 years producing Bespoke
Deep Draw Transfer Presses, for the production of metallic components used
throughout industries, such as pharmaceutical &cosmetic containers, electronic
& automotive parts & battery case production to name a few.

PHAROS GROUP BAC KGROUND
Pharos Group is a UK-based privately
owned manufacturing group with group
sales exceeding £20 million & operating
for over 30 years, with their headquarters
based in Pershore, Worcestershire, where
a number of group companies operate.
Group companies include Platarg Press
Ltd, whom along with Broach Technical
Services, operate from their facility in
Chesham.
In addition, our Aerospace Tooling
company S&R along with Gear
Technology are based in Coventry,
Warwickshire.
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DEEP DRAW STAMPING
Deep Draw Stamping is where the part is transferred from stage to stage by a mechanical
transfer slide.
Components which have previously been produced in a number of separate operations,
on an individual single stage press, can in many cases be produced on a single but multi
station Transfer press. The partly formed components are transferred from station to station using a mechanical Slide built into the press.
Transfer Press Stamping is the cost-effective solution for the production of stampings. The
transfer press process begins with a strip of metal being fed into the first stage where the
blank for the component is cut from the raw material strip. Alternatively, a semi-finished
part can be fed into the press, this is also known as a Pre-Formed Cup.
The blank or cup is then transferred mechanically by transfer fingers that carry the part
through various forming stages to completion. All parts are transferred to the next stage
at the same time.
Transfer presses are extremely versatile and many part
designs which require features such as pierced holes,
chamfering, cut-outs, knurls and threading can be
incorporated into individual press stages, thus
eliminating the need for additional cost involved in
many secondary operations.
> Elimination of Individual single stage presses
> No Interstage Handling, Inspection or
storage
> Improved Utilisation of factory space
> Consistent high production rates, inherent in a
Fully Automatic coil fed press
> Economic Easily Adjusted Simple Single Stage Tooling
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PL ATARG PRESSES
Platarg offer two types of press designs, the Cam series, which is suited to the lighter
loads, as an example used with the cosmetic and pharmaceutical industries. Also, the
Eccentric series, which is utilised for heavier loads as required by automotive components
for example, Bearing Cases.

312 Cam Series Press

512 Eccentric Press

612 Cam Series Press

712 Eccentric Press

814 Cam Series Press

2513 Eccentric Press

912 Cam Series Press

3013 Eccentric Press

1013 Cam Series Press

SIMPLICITY. RELIABILITY.
PROFITABILITY
With over 50-year experience of building
transfer presses, ensures that the features
developed by Platarg complement your
Tooling Engineers ideas, to achieve maximum
versatility.
In a Platarg, one has simplicity of single stage
tooling, built into a high production machine.
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OUR SERVICES
Offering New & Fully Re-build Platarg Presses.
Conducting Refurbishment of Presses on-site at customers works.
Mechanical and Electrical service support engineering.
Routine Inspection Programmes & annual service contracts.
Spares for full range of Presses.
Online PLC diagnostic support.
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ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
AND OPTIONS
All new Platarg Presses are supplied with Allen Bradley Safety PLC, with touch
screen controls, and the electrical component assessment has been prepared
to demonstrate conformity with the European Machinery Directive.
Assessment in accordance to specified standards. BS EN ISO 13849-1:2015
and applicable standards dealing with MTTF (Mean Time to Failure) and
B10D Typical Value calculations lifecycle for components.
The above controls incorporate remote support via phone line, internet or
cellular connections. Presses include fully enclosed soundproof guarding with
full electrical and pneumatic Interlocks and in addition can be supplied with
Infra Red Light Curtain protection on the front access screen to allow ease of
access during tooling development.
The PLC can include an additional database to allow manual input of shut
height dimensions against individual stages along with specific job numbers.
This option is free of charge and is configured on request at the time of any
order being placed.
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UPGRADES
Electronic roll feeds.
Additional air blasts.
2 Handed Controls for
inching during setup
procedures.
Pendant options for electrical
controls.
Various de-coilers for material
feeding.
Press communication via cellular
links and WiFi.

Vibratory bowl feeders and hoppers
for the feeding of pre-formed cups.
Beader motors along with various
beading device options.
A Rotary Encoder can be fitted
onto the cam shaft to allow precise
angular positioning.
Light guard protection
can be fitted to the
press door openings.
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Pharos Group
Platarg Ltd
Unit 27
Moor Road
Chess Business
Park
Chesham
HP5 1SD
+44 (0) 1494 775 611
www.platarg.com
info@platarg.com

Nothing makes
components faster,
better or cheaper
than a Platarg Press

